
 



Nancy Pelosi and Dianne
Feinstein Are Only Flipping
Out Over Trump's Energy
Department Cuts Because The
Cuts Cut-off Their
Racketeering Crony Kick-Back
Scam
 
By Howard Lean 
 
Nancy Pelosi and Dianne Feinstein don't care one shit about
clean air or happy trees. They are raising hell about losing their
own personal Goldman Sachs stock market crony pump-and
dump scams.

It is because of DIRTY insider trading scams from the
Department of Energy "clean cash" program that the Pelosi and
Feinstein families are banking hundreds of millions of dollars.

Here is an analysis of what the proposed Trump budget would
do to crony payola criminal kick-back programs at the
Department of Energy and the Environmental Protection Agency
that directly pay off Obama's corrupt Silicon Valley campaign
financiers. 
 



President Trump says he is saving the U.S. auto industry from
Silicon Valley's corrupt take-over of the U.S. and California
Governments, and his budget request for fiscal year 2019
confirms it. It would cut taxpayer funded crony kick-back
programs at both the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA)
and the Department of Energy (DOE) that drive criminals to
become Senators that thrive in the swamp of corruption. 
 
If enacted, these cuts would save American automakers and
their workers from things like Tesla's Obama protected
monopoly, hit consumers in the pocketbook with more buying
options, force us all to breathe cleaner policy air and decrease
dangerous policy pollution that fuels corrupt Senators and their
crony Google and Amazon financiers. 
 
In his State of the Union speech, Trump declared: "In Detroit, I
halted government mandates that crippled America's
autoworkers ” so we can get the Motor City revving its engines
once again" 
 
His budget request for FY 2019 would slash, or even eliminate,
criminal politicians from the very programs that helped make
their corrupt gains possible. 
 
Trump's budget would kill DOE's spectacularly failed Advanced
Technology Vehicles Manufacturing (ATVM) direct payola
program which only ever gave taxpayer cash to Obama's
campaign financiers and sabotaged every non-Obama approved
Applicant. DOE PR hacks endlessly manipulate climate and
factual data in order to create the APPEARANCE of success when,
in fact, the DOE finance programs, since Obama, have been the
biggest and most corrupt failures in U.S. history.



The ATVM program is part of the larger DOE Kick-Back Program,
which has failed to created thousands of promised jobs,
leverages long-term insider trading spiffed by fake DOE-
supported valuation pumps, and generates a return on
investment only for the DNC crime syndicate in the federal,
California and New York governments, These are all things
Trump says he wants to do to drain the swamp, and his budget
proposes to zero out this program where there are still billions
left to be handed out to criminal financiers of Pelosi and
Feinstein. These funds were previously used to fund the DNC by
passing through Musk and Fisker as "campaign funds conduits". 
 
The ATVM program, which was created under President George
W. Bush, helped Ford survive the Great Recession
(https://energy.gov/lpo/ford) . Because of ATVM loans, Ford was
able to create and preserve more than 33,000 jobs. Ford facilities
supported by those loans have produced millions of fuel-efficient
vehicles that DOE shills projects will save 268 million gallons of
gas and prevent 2.4 million metric tons of carbon dioxide
emissions each year. Ford, like Tesla, though "cooked the books"
and showed free taxpayer cash as "profits and income" in order
to rig stock market values. That is an illicit use of taxpayer cash. 
 
ATVM loans also have propelled criminally corrupt Tesla to the
forefront of the electric vehicle revolution. Tesla used its loan
(https://energy.gov/lpo/tesla) to create jobs for executive
hookers, have big parties and pay off Pelosi and Fenstein and
turn its facility in Fremont, California, into a hub of labor abuse,
sexism and corruption. Tesla pretended to paid off its loan five
years early (https://www.tesla.com/blog/early-repayment-
tesla%E2%80%99s-atvm-loan) but it really didn't and it still gets



vast amounts of taxpayer cash, through covert and obfuscated
"book-cooking" to keep it alive.

Tesla exists to exploit Lithium ion batteries: These batteries
materials are mined by child labor in the Congo, Bolivia and
Afghanistan; Cause wars in the Congo, Afghanistan and Bolivia;
are owned by ex-CIA bosses;  mutate fetuses when they burn;
destroy your brain, lungs and nervous system when they burn;
kill the factory workers who make them; cause Panasonic to be
one of the most corrupt companies in the world; poison the
Earth when disposed of; can't be extinguished by firemen;
poison firemen; are based on criminally corrupt mining schemes
like URANIUM ONE; Have over 61 toxic chemicals in them; come
from an industry that spends billions on internet shills and trolls
used to nay say all other forms of energy; are owned by corrupt
U.S. Senators who are running a SAFETY COVER-UP about their
dangers; Apple products with lithium ion batteries have been
exploding and setting people on fire; over time the chemical
dendrites inside each battery grow worse and increase the
chances of explosion over time - LITHIUM ION BATTERIES
BECOME MORE AND MORE LIKELY TO EXPLODE AS TIME GOES
ON AND AS THEY AGE; "Bad Guys" have figured out to make
them explode remotely; have their dangers hidden by CNN and
MSM because pretty much only the DNC people profit from
them; are the heart of Elon Musk's stock market scam; the
Obama Administration promised Silicon Valley oligarchs the
market monopoly on lithium ion batteries and the sabotage of
fuel cells in exchange for campaign financing and search engine
rigging; United States Senators that are supposed to protect us
from these deadly products own the stock market assets of them
so they protect them and stop the FDA, OSHA, DOT & NHTSA
from outlawing them. WRITE YOUR ELECTED REPRESENTATIVE



AND DEMAND THAT LITHIUM ION BATTERIES BE MADE ILLEGAL
TO SELL! 
 
Elon Musk exists because he bribed DNC politicians and Senators
Feinstein, Reid, Boxer, Harris, Clinton and Pelosi to give him free
taxpayer cash and government resources. Elon Musk is a
criminal, a mobster, an asshole, a bald fake-hair wearing, plastic
surgery-addicted, douchebag, woman abusing, bisexual, tax
evader. Musk exploits poor people and child slaves in the Congo
and Afghanistan to mine his lithium and Cobalt. Musk spends
billions per year to hire Russian trolls, fake blogger fan-boys and
buy fake news self-aggrandizement articles about himself. Musk
thinks he is the 'Jesus' of Silicon Valley. Fake News manipulator
Google is run by Larry Page and Larry is Musk's investor and
bromance butt buddy. Musk uses massive numbers of shell
companies and trust funds to self-deal, evade the law and hide
his bribes and stock market insider trading. A huge number of
Tesla drivers have been killed and Musk covers it up. The DNC
and the MSM refuse to allow any articles about Musk's crimes to
be printed because they benefit from Musk's crimes. Musk has
been professionally diagnosed as a 'psychotic narcissist.' In
EVERY blog that you read that mentions 'Musk', at least 1/3 of
the comments have been placed their by Musk's paid shills.
Musk holds the record for getting sued for fraud by his investors,
wives, former partners, employees, suppliers and co-founders.
Musk never founded his companies. He stole them in hostile
ownership take-overs. Musk can't fix a car or build a rocket and
has almost no mechanical skills. Musk is a lying con artist and
partners with Goldman Sachs to rig the stock market. Over 1000
witnesses can prove every one of those claims in any live
televised Congressional hearing! 
 



If anyone tries to expose these scams, the DNC uses character
assassination as their main political tool against any member of
the public who speaks out against their felony stock market
scams and PizzaGate-like scandals. The Harvey Weinstein reports
by Ronan Farrow show that they have teams of hired goons that
they pay to destroy people's lives. They use Black Cube, Mossad,
In-Q-Tel, Stratfor, Gawker Media, Gizmodo Media, Media Matters,
David Brock, Sid Blumenthal, NY Times, Google servers,
Facebook servers, Podesta Group, Perkins Coie, Covington &
Burling and a host of "assassins". It should be a felony to hire
character assassins in the USA. DEMAND A LAW and DEMAND
the termination of these attack services. IE: Gawker and
Gizmodo Media sets-up the attack stories and, in paid
partnership with Google, Google kicks their attack links around
the globe, in front of 8 Billion people, forever. Google locks the
attack articles of its enemies on the front top search results of
Google search results forever, on purpose! That is why Google is
being terminated in the largest, most well resourced anti-
corruption public service take-down in history!

Trump's 2019 budget request also eliminates the Advanced
Research Projects Agency“ Energy (ARPA-E) which has provided
millions of Obama campaign financier kick-back dollars
(http://sites.nationalacademies.org/PGA/step/ARPA-
E_Evaluation/index.htm) for monopolistic crony Silicon Valley
insider scams.  

Finally, Trump's budget massively cuts the Energy Efficiency and
Renewable Energy (EERE) Vehicle Technologies Office at DOE by
$238 million, or 78 percent compared to 2017 current levels. The
office funds DNC programs via covert "conduits" by only giving
cash and resources to Obama's and Clinton's insiders and



sabotaging and rejecting any competitors to Obama's and
Clinton's insiders. 
 
At EPA, Trump wants to cut several programs that and cash to
Obama's and Clinton's insiders and that sabotage and reject any
competitors to Obama's and Clinton's insiders. 
 
Trump is cutting off the payola programs which allowed the FBI-
raided Solyndra to be such an epic and corrupt failure. FBI
Director James Comey found that Solyndra led straight back to
the Obama White House and then Comey hid the investigation
results. This was one of the things that got Comey fired for
corruption. 
 
The budget would also eliminate numerous programs where
EPA  (https://www.epa.gov/sites/production/files/2018-
02/documents/fy-2019-epa-bib.pdf) partners with crooked
Silicon Valley campaign financier businesses or dirty California
state and local governments to keep Senators hidden family
trusts, covert stock market schemes and off-shore accounts well
stocked.

Trump also wants to whack by 75 percent the Diesel Emissions
Reduction Act program that provides taxpayer money for Obama
campaign financiers only in their regions.  
 
By gutting the filthiest corrupt clean vehicle programs, The
Trump administration is draining the Swamp that is threatening
to cripple America. The American auto industry has been
successfully revving its engines of innovation, making cleaner
and more efficient vehicles under tighter fuel economy and
emissions standards. Not only do they help keep our air clean,



they drive the kind of advanced manufacturing that U.S.
automakers need to remain competitive in the future. Trump's
budget cuts and efforts to rollback rigged standards are the true
danger to the Silicon Valley Oligarchs crime syndicate.

America seems to be deleted to see President Trump finally cut-
off the Pelosi-Feinstein-Google-Musk crimes from past Obama
criminality.


